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a b s t r a c t 

Immune activation plays an important role in achieving the pathological and therapeutic effects of preopera- 

tive chemotherapy in patients with breast cancer. We evaluated how the immune response contributes to vari- 

ous therapeutic effects. This study was conducted on 43 patients with stages II–IV breast cancer who received 

preoperative chemotherapy followed by surgery. Peripheral natural killer (pNK) cell activity and the neutrophil- 

lymphocyte ratio, lymphocyte-monocyte ratio, and platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR) were assessed before and after 

chemotherapy. Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) and levels of 14 tumor microenvironmental factors, ana- 

lyzed by next-generation sequencing, were assessed in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections of preoperative 

biopsy samples and surgical specimens. Univariate analysis showed that grade 2 (G2) and better therapeutic ef- 

fects were significantly associated with human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2)-positive cancer, lower 

PLRs, and higher NK cell and interleukin-6 levels after chemotherapy. The disappearance of axillary lymph-node 

metastasis was significantly associated with HER-2-positive cancer; increased pNK cell activity and lower PLRs 

and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) levels after chemotherapy; and increased cytotoxic T lympho- 

cyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4) levels in regulatory T cells (Tregs) and ≥ 5% TILs before chemotherapy. Multivariate 

analysis showed that G2 and better therapeutic effects tended to be associated with higher NK cell levels after 

chemotherapy (odds ratio = 1.02; 95% confidence interval, 0.99–1.05; P = 0.07). The activation of local and sys- 

temic immune responses by downregulation of immunosuppressive factors, such as VEGF and CTLA-4 in Tregs, 

had variable pathological and therapeutic effects after preoperative chemotherapy in patients with breast cancer. 
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Preoperative chemotherapy has led to a paradigm shift in breast

ancer treatment because the response to treatment predicts the long-

erm outcome based on the tumor subtype [1] . Pathological complete

esponse (pCR) is a predictive marker for the therapeutic effect of neoad-

uvant chemotherapy (NAC) on human epidermal growth factor recep-

or 2 (HER-2)-positive and triple-negative (TN) breast cancers, but not

n luminal HER-2-negative breast cancer [ 2 , 3 ], and it is not a surrogate

arker for long-term outcome [4] . The lack of association between pCR

nd long-term outcome is due to the heterogeneity of tumor character-

stics, the role of pCR, and the effect of endocrine therapy among breast

ancer subtypes [4] . pCR refers to the eradication of all tumor cells from

he primary site and metastatic axillary lymph nodes after NAC, which
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s confirmed by the pathological evaluation of surgical specimens. How-

ver, circulating tumor DNA has been detected at the molecular level in

eripheral blood cells by digital polymerase chain reaction in patients

ith breast cancer who had achieved pCR [ 5 , 6 ], indicating that resid-

al tumor cells are still present in patients who have achieved pCR by

athological evaluation. In such cases, the residual tumor cells at the

olecular level may reflect the long-term outcome of breast cancer pa-

ients achieving pCR, and certain immune responses elicited by NAC

ay affect the long-term outcome. 

Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), including T lymphocytes and

atural killer (NK) cells, have important and varied influences on the

athological and therapeutic effects of NAC in patients with various

ubtypes of breast cancer [7] . Compared with lower levels, higher lev-

ls of TILs before NAC are associated with higher pCR rates for TN,

ER-2-positive, and luminal HER-2-negative breast cancers; they are
ber 2020 
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Table 1 

Univariate associations of pathological responses with clinicopathological factors, TILs, and TMEFs in 43 patients with breast cancer who received 

preoperative chemotherapy. 

Variable Pathological response P 

Decreased (G1, n = 24) Increased ( ≥ G2, n = 19) 

Median age, years (range) 49 (27–69) 52 (30–68) NS a 

Stage, n II 14 7 NS a 

III 6 11 

IV 4 1 

Subtype, n Luminal 21 6 < 0.01 b 

HER-2-positive 1 11 

TN 2 2 

Treatment regimen, n Taxanes/FEC 11 (Tz: 1) 3 (Tz: 1) NS b 

FEC/taxanes 9 11 (Tz: 9) 

EC/taxanes 4 4 (Tz: 1) 

ddEC/taxanes 0 1 

Tz, n Tz– 23 8 < 0.01 b 

Tz + 1 11 

Nuclear grade, n 1 2 0 NS a 

2 4 3 

3 18 16 

Ki-67 positivity, n < 15% 6 2 NS a 

15–35% 6 4 

> 35% 12 13 

TILs, n (Pre-chemo) < 5% 16 9 NS b 

≥ 5% 8 10 

TILs, n (Post-chemo) < 5% 18 13 NS b 

≥ 5% 6 6 

Increase in TILs, n (%) 3 (12.5%) 3 (15.7%) NS c 

Median levels (range) 27.5 (12–49) 28.0 (6–62) NS a 

Pre-chemo pNK cells 32.5 (8–61) 34.0 (3–58) NS a 

Post-chemo pNK cells P NS d NS d 

Pre-chemo PLR 196.28 (75–1151.66) 159.74 (78.01–329.55) NS a 

Post-chemo PLR P 268.59 (166.84–541.25) < 0.01 d 189.44 (106.08–462.50) NS d 0.02 a 

Median TMEF levels (range) 

Pre-chemo NK cells 0 (0–12.50) 0.04 (0–50.26) NS a 

Post-chemo NK cells P 0.38 (0–88.51) 0.02 d 20.23 (0–163.40) < 0.01 d 0.04 a 

Pre-chemo IL-6 0.44 (0–49.37) 0.18 (0–42.92) NS a 

Post-chemo IL-6 1.20 (0–412.72) 7.08 (0–2710.88) NS a 

P NS d 0.02 d 

TIL tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte, TMEF tumor microenvironmental factor, G1 grade 1, G2 grade 2, NS not significant, HER-2 human epidermal growth 

factor receptor 2 , TN triple negative, FEC 5-fluorouracil/epirubicin/cyclophosphamide, Tz trastuzumab, EC epirubicin/cyclophosphamide, ddEC dose- 

dense epirubicin/cyclophosphamide, pNK peripheral natural killer, PLR platelet-lymphocyte ratio, NK natural killer, IL-6 interleukin 6. 
a Mann–Whitney test. 
b chi-squared test. 
c Fisher’s exact test. 
d Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test. 
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ssociated with better prognoses for the former two cancer subtypes,

ut worse prognoses for the latter [7] . These findings imply that the

mount of residual tumor per se after NAC is not a poor prognostic fac-

or for luminal HER-2-negative breast cancer, and that endocrine ther-

py has a large effect. Although breast tumor shrinkage caused by NAC

equires a local immune response with TILs at the primary site, the ac-

ivation of both systemic and local immune responses contributes to the

athological and therapeutic effects of NAC [8] . Furthermore, tumor mi-

roenvironmental factors (TMEFs) play important roles in determining

hich immune responses are activated in patients with breast cancer

uring NAC [9] , but the mechanisms of these actions remain unclear.

n this study, we explored the roles of immune factors associated with

he pathological and therapeutic effects of preoperative chemotherapy

n patients with breast cancer. 

ethods 

tudy design 

Patients with stages II–IV breast cancer who received preopera-

ive chemotherapy between 2013 and 2018 at the Hiroshima Mark

linic, Hiroshima, Japan were enrolled in this cohort study. Blood

amples were taken before and after chemotherapy for the analy-
is of peripheral natural killer (pNK) cell activity and determina-

ion of neutrophil–lymphocyte ratios (NLRs), lymphocyte–monocyte ra-

ios (LMRs), and platelet–lymphocyte ratios (PLRs). TILs and TMEFs

ere examined comparatively in pre-chemotherapy vacuum-assisted

iopsy (VAB) samples and post-chemotherapy surgical resection

pecimens. 

atient eligibility 

Patient eligibility criteria were: diagnosis of stage II–IV breast can-

er and receipt of preoperative chemotherapy; age < 70 years; female

ex (menopausal status was not a criterion); ECOG (Eastern Coopera-

ive Oncology Group) performance status = 0; white blood cell count ≥

000/mm 

3 ; platelet count ≥ 100,000/mm 

3 ; and normal bilirubin, aspar-

ate aminotransferase/alanine aminotransferase, alkaline phosphatase,

nd creatine concentrations. Patients with active cardiac disease, preg-

ancy, and/or histories of breast cancer treatment or anthracycline

reatment for any malignancy, and those receiving concurrent sex hor-

one treatment, were excluded. Patients with bilateral breast can-

er and stage IV disease with multiple lung and/or liver metastases

ere also excluded. Disease stage was determined according to the

umor - node - metastasis (TNM) classification scheme recommended by

he Union for International Cancer Control [10] . Axillary lymph-node
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Fig. 1. Box plot analysis between pathological responses in primary lesion and NK cell levels and PLRs before and after preoperative chemotherapy in 43 patients 

with breast cancer who received preoperative chemotherapy. A, B: NK cell levels between G1 and G2 and better therapeutic effects before and after preoperative 

chemotherapy (pre-chemo, NS; post-chemo, P = 0.04). A: Before; B: After; Vertical axis: Relative expression of NK levels normalized to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase expression. C, D: PLRs between G1 and G2 and better therapeutic effects before and after preoperative chemotherapy (pre-chemo, NS; post-chemo, 

P = 0.02). C: Before; D: After; Vertical axis: Platelet to lymphocyte ratio. NK natural killer, PLRs platelet-lymphocyte ratios, G grade, NS not significant. 
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etastasis (Ax + ) was confirmed by fine-needle aspiration biopsy. For

tage IV cases, locoregional treatment was considered to be palliative

urgery to effectively downstage primary breast cancer. 

ssessment of the pathological and therapeutic effects of preoperative 

hemotherapy 

The pathological and therapeutic effects of preoperative chemother-

py were assessed according to the histopathological criteria of the

apanese Breast Cancer Society [ 11 , 12 ]. Pathological responses in in-

ramammary lesions were graded as follows: grade 0 (G0), negligible

r no change in cancer cells; grade 1a (G1a), mild changes in cancer

ells or marked changes in less than one-third of cancer cells; grade 1b

G1b), marked changes in more than one-third but less than two-thirds

f cancer cells; grade 2a (G2a), marked changes in more than two-thirds

f cancer cells; grade 2b (G2b), disappearance of almost all cancer cells;

nd grade 3 (G3), apparent disappearance of all cancer cells. Thera-

eutic grades were determined according to the involvement of breast

ucts and/or axillary lymph nodes. The disappearance of lymph-node

etastasis was noted when it occurred. The disappearance of cancer

ells from all breast tissues and axillary lymph nodes was considered to

e a complete response (ypT0N0) because the axillary status has been

uggested to be a better prognostic factor than the primary tumor re-

ponse to NAC [ 4 , 13 ]. The disappearance of Ax + was confirmed by the

athological analysis of surgically- dissected axillary lymph nodes. 

easurement of pNK cell activity and lymphocyte ratios 

pNK cell activity in peripheral blood samples collected before and

–4 weeks after chemotherapy was measured by the chromium release

ssay, which was conducted by SRL, Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) as described
reviously [ 14 , 15 ]. In brief, pNK cells were assayed for cytotoxic ac-

ivity against 51 Cr-labeled target (K562) cells. After the isolation of

ymphocytes, effector and target cells were adjusted to a ratio of 20:1,

lated, and incubated at 37 °C for 3.5 h under CO 2 . The cells were then

entrifuged, and supernatants were collected and counted in a gamma

ounter. pNK cell activity was calculated as follows: pNK cell activ-

ty = experimental group release – background release/maximal release

background release. The NLR, LMR, and PLR were measured using pe-

ipheral blood samples taken before and 3–4 weeks after chemotherapy,

efore surgical treatment. 

valuation of TILs 

TILs in VAB sections obtained before chemotherapy and in surgical

pecimens obtained after chemotherapy were assessed by hematoxylin

nd eosin staining according to the recommendations of an international

IL working group [16] . In brief, TILs in the stromal compartment were

ounted, and the area of stromal tissue was used as the denominator to

etermine the percentage of stromal TILs. The stromal area was within

he border of each invasive carcinoma. All mononuclear cells, includ-

ng lymphocytes and plasma cells, were scored, except for the polymor-

honuclear leukocytes that were present throughout the sections (4–

 𝜇m; magnification, 200–400 ×). A pathologist determined the average

umber of TILs in each tumor area. 

ssessment of TMEFs 

TMEFs in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections collected from

reoperative VAB samples and surgical specimens were analyzed by

ext-generation sequencing for CD4, CD8, NK, forkhead box protein P3

FOXP3), cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4), programmed cell
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Fig. 2. Association between levels of TILs and disappearance of Ax + before and 

after chemotherapy in 36 patients with breast cancer who received preopera- 

tive chemotherapy. Preoperative distribution of levels of TILs was significantly 

higher in patients in whom Ax + disappeared after chemotherapy than in those 

in whom Ax + did not disappear ( ∗ ∗ , P < 0.01; ∗ , NS). TILs tumor-infiltrating 

lymphocytes, Ax + axillary lymph node metastasis, NS not significant. 
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eath 1, programmed cell death ligand 1, interleukin (IL) 2, IL-6, IL-12,

nterferon 𝛾, IL-10, transforming growth factor 𝛽, and vascular endothe-

ial growth factor (VEGF) transcripts as described previously [ 14 , 15 ]. In

rief, after the removal of paraffin using a deparaffinization solution, the

amples were incubated in an optimized lysis buffer and heated briefly

o partially reverse the formalin crosslinking of the released nucleic

cids. Complementary DNAs (cDNAs) were synthesized using reverse

ranscriptase and random primers. The cDNA libraries were cleaned,

ombined, quantified, denatured, and diluted in hybridization buffer

o create pooled libraries. Final TMEF expression levels were normal-

zed to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase expression. TMEF

evels were reported as medians and ranges of target genes from several

mmune-response amplicon sequences in the TME. 

tatistical analysis 

All data were analyzed using Statcel 4 software (OMS Publishing Inc.,

okyo, Japan). Continuous and independent variables were analyzed

sing the Mann–Whitney test. Categorical variables were analyzed us-

ng the chi-squared, Fisher’s exact, and Wilcoxon signed-rank sum tests.

nivariate and multivariate analyses were performed to evaluate associ-

tions between clinicopathological factors, pNK cell activity, and NLRs,

MRs, PLRs, TILs, and TMEF levels. For the multivariate analysis, a lo-

istic regression model was used to determine statistical relationships

etween each dependent variable and the independent variables. Odds

atios (ORs) were reported with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). P values

 0.05 were considered to be significant. 
esults 

atient characteristics and pathological effects 

This study included 43 patients (median age, 50.0 years; range, 27–

9 years) with stage II ( n = 21), stage III ( n = 17), or stage IV ( n = 5)

reast cancer. The clinical characteristics of the five stage-IV cases

ere T2N1M1 (bone), T3N3M1 (distant lymph node), T4bN1M1 (bone),

2N3M1 (bone), and T2N3M1 (lung/bone). The tumor subtypes were

uminal ( n = 27), HER-2-positive ( n = 12), and TN ( n = 4). The histologi-

al types were invasive ductal carcinoma ( n = 38), which was not other-

ise specified, and other ( n = 5). The treatment regimens included tax-

nes, 5-fluorouracil (F), epirubicin (E), cyclophosphamide (C), and/or

rastuzumab (Tz). Fourteen patients were treated with taxanes + FEC

 + Tz in two cases), 20 patients were treated with FEC + taxanes ( + Tz

n nine cases), eight patients were treated with EC + taxanes ( + Tz in

ne case), and one patient was treated with dose-dense EC + taxanes.

z was used for HER-2-positive cases. Taxanes were given as nanopar-

icle albumin-bound paclitaxel, docetaxel, or paclitaxel. According to

istopathological criteria, the pathological and therapeutic responses

ere G1a in 12 patients, G1b in 13 patients, G2a in seven patients, G2b

n five patients, and G3 (complete) in six patients. The pCR rate was

3.9%. 

nfiltration of TILs 

The percentages of TILs in the VAB samples and surgical specimens

anged from 1% to 40%, but most samples contained ≤ 10% TILs. When

he cutoff for TILs was set at ≥ 5%, pre-chemotherapy biopsy samples

rom 18 of 43 patients were positive. After NAC, TILs were present in

amples from 12 of 43 patients, and the percentage of TILs had increased

fter chemotherapy in six of these cases. 

ssociations between pathological and therapeutic effects and 

linicopathological factors, TILs, NLRs, LMRs, PLRs, and TMEFs 

Univariate analysis showed that G2 and better pathological and ther-

peutic effects were significantly associated with HER-2 positivity ( P <

.01), Tz treatment ( P < 0.01), and increased NK ( P = 0.04) and IL-6

 P = 0.02) levels after chemotherapy. Changes in pNK cell activity after

hemotherapy were not associated with any pathological or therapeu-

ic effect. PLRs were significantly higher in the G1 effect ( P < 0.01) and

ignificantly lower in the G2 and better therapeutic effects than in the

1 effect after chemotherapy ( P = 0.02; Table 1 ). Box plot analyses of

K cell levels and PLRs are shown in Fig. 1 . 

ssociations between the disappearance of Ax + and clinicopathological 

actors, TILs, NLR, LMR, PLR, and TMEFs 

Univariate analyses showed that the disappearance of Ax + was sig-

ificantly associated with stage III disease (vs. stages II and IV; P = 0.02),

he HER-2-positive and TN subtypes ( P < 0.01), Tz treatment ( P = 0.04),

 5% TILs before chemotherapy ( P < 0.01), increased pNK cell activity

fter chemotherapy ( P = 0.03), decreased VEGF level after chemother-

py ( P = 0.02), and higher CTLA-4 levels in regulatory T cells (Tregs) be-

ore chemotherapy ( P = 0.02; due to decreases in CTLA-4 levels in Tregs

fter chemotherapy). PLRs were significantly higher in the patients for

hom Ax + had not disappeared ( P < 0.01) and significantly lower in

hose for whom Ax + disappeared than in those for whom Ax + had not

isappeared after chemotherapy ( P = 0.01; Table 2 ). Distribution in lev-

ls of TILs in disappearance of Ax + before and after chemotherapy is

hown in Fig. 2 . Box plot analyses of CTLA-4 in Tregs and PLRs are

hown in Fig. 3 . 
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Table 2 

Univariate associations of Ax + disappearance with clinicopathological factors, TILs, and TMEFs in 36 patients with breast cancer who received preoperative 

chemotherapy. 

Variable Ax + P 

Not disappeared ( n = 19) Disappeared ( n = 17) 

Median age, years (range) 49 (27–69) 51 (35–67) NS a 

Stage, n II 13 4 0.02 a 

III 5 12 

IV 1 1 

Subtype, n Luminal 16 6 < 0.01 b 

HER-2-positive 3 8 

TN 0 3 

Treatment regimen, n Taxanes/FEC 8 (Tz: 1) 3 (Tz: 1) NS b 

FEC/taxanes 7 (Tz: 2) 10 (Tz: 6) 

EC/taxanes 4 4 (Tz: 1) 

Tz, n Tz– 16 9 0.04 b 

Tz + 3 8 

Nuclear grade, n 1 1 0 NS a 

2 3 2 

3 15 15 

Ki-67 positivity, n < 15% 2 1 NS a 

15–35% 6 3 

> 35% 11 13 

TILs, n (Pre-chemo) < 5% 16 5 < 0.01 b 

≥ 5% 3 12 

TILs, n (Post-chemo) < 5% 15 10 NS c 

≥ 5% 4 7 

Increase in TILs, n (%) 3 (15.7%) 2 (11.7%) NS c 

Median levels (range) 

Pre-chemo pNK cells 30.0 (12–57) 25.0 (6–62) NS a 

Post-chemo pNK cells 30.0 (8–60) 41.0 (3–58) NS a 

P NS d 0.03 d 

Pre-chemo PLR 189.30 (100.00–548.23) 160.21 (87.57–329.55) NS a 

Post-chemo PLR 301.72 (149.79–541.25) 201.25 (106.08–462.50) 0.01 a 

P < 0.01 d NS d 

Median TMEF levels (range) 

Pre-chemo CTLA-4 0.15 (0–69.91) 18.40 (0–100.34) 0.02 a 

Post-chemo CTLA-4 0.27 (0–72.83) 6.76 (0–107.46) NS a 

P NS d NS d 

Pre-chemo VEGF 701.90 (0–4080.10) 1022.62 (2.08–4005.85) NS a 

Post-chemo VEGF 508.07 (0–2740.96) 452.67 (4.24–2555.05) NS a 

p NS d 0.02 d 

Ax + axillary lymph node metastasis, TIL tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte, TMEF tumor microenvironmental factor, NS not significant, HER-2 human epidermal growth 

factor receptor 2, TN triple negative, FEC 5-fluorouracil/epirubicin/cyclophosphamide, Tz trastuzumab, EC epirubicin/cyclophosphamide, pNK peripheral natural 

killer, PLR platelet-lymphocyte ratio, CTLA-4 cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4, VEGF vascular endothelial growth factor. 
a Mann–Whitney test,. 
b chi-squared test,. 
c Fisher’s exact test,. 
d Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test. 
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ssociations between changes in PLRs and clinicopathological factors, TILs, 

nd TMEFs 

Given that G2 and better pathological and therapeutic effects and

x + disappearance were associated significantly with lower PLRs af-

er chemotherapy, the associations between PLR reduction and clinico-

athological factors, TILs, and TMEFs were assessed. Univariate anal-

ses showed that PLR reduction was significantly associated with in-

reased CD8 levels ( P = 0.04), but not with G2 and better pathological

nd therapeutic effects or the disappearance of Ax + after preoperative

hemotherapy ( Table 3 ). 

ssociations of G2 and better pathological and therapeutic effects and the 

isappearance of Ax + with pre-chemotherapy TILs, PLR, pNK cell activity, 

nd TMEFs 

Based on the results of univariate analyses, multivariate analysis

f the associations of G2, better pathological and therapeutic effects,

nd the disappearance of Ax + with pre-chemotherapy TILs, PLR, pNK

ell activity, and TMEFs was performed. G2 and better therapeutic ef-

ects tended to be associated with higher NK levels after chemotherapy

OR = 1.02; 95% CI, 0.99–1.05; P = 0.07; Table 4 ). 
 model of the activation of local and systemic immune responses leading 

o pathological and therapeutic effects after preoperative chemotherapy in 

atients with breast cancer 

In patients who responded to preoperative chemotherapy with anti-

ancer agents, NK cell and IL-6 levels increased (local immune response)

n the presence of TILs. In addition, the level of pNK cells derived from

one marrow increased, and the PLR decreased (systemic immune re-

ponse) in these patients. These immune responses contributed to the

hrinkage of primary tumors and eradication of metastatic tumor cells

n axillary lymph nodes. Immunosuppressive conditions mediated by

EGF, a tumor-derived soluble factor, and CTLA-4 in Tregs in tumor

icroenvironments were overcome by preoperative chemotherapy in

ollaboration with these immune responses in responders ( Fig. 4 ). 

iscussion 

In this study, we showed that activation of the local and systemic

mmune responses by preoperative chemotherapy had different patho-

ogical and therapeutic effects in patients with breast cancer. Activa-

ion of the local immune response was induced by the presence of TILs

efore chemotherapy, and by increased NK cell levels and primary tu-
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Fig. 3. Box plot analysis between disappearance of Ax + and levels of CTLA-4 in Tregs and PLRs before and after preoperative chemotherapy in 43 patients with 

breast cancer who received preoperative chemotherapy. A, B: Levels of CTLA-4 in Tregs between disappeared and not disappeared Ax + before and after preoperative 

chemotherapy (pre-chemo, P = 0.02; post-chemo, NS). A: Before; B: After; Vertical axis: Relative expression of CTLA-4 levels normalized to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase expression. C, D: PLRs between disappeared and not disappeared Ax + before and after preoperative chemotherapy (pre-chemo, NS; post-chemo, 

P = 0.01). C: Before; D: After; Vertical axis: Platelet to lymphocyte ratio. Ax + axillary lymph node metastasis, CTLA-4 cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4, Tregs 

regulatory T cells, PLRs platelet-lymphocyte ratios, NS not significant. 
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or shrinkage after chemotherapy. The levels of several immune cells,

ncluding NK and CD8 cells, were increased, and those of immunosup-

ressive factors, such as VEGF and CTLA-4 in Tregs, were decreased

fter chemotherapy. IL-6 is known to be responsible for immune acti-

ation and the enhancement of angiogenesis; increased IL-6 production

ay also be involved in the downregulation of FOXP3 expression in

regs under inflammatory conditions [17] . Similarly, activation of the

ystemic immune response in collaboration with the local immune re-

ponse, including via increased pNK cell activity and PLR reduction,

ontributed to primary tumor shrinkage and Ax + disappearance. Im-

ortantly, in tumors with ≥ 5% TILs before chemotherapy, an increase

n NK cells in the tumor microenvironment following chemotherapy was

ecessary to achieve G2, better pathological and therapeutic effects, and

x + disappearance. Thus, the coactivation of local and systemic immune

esponses is important for the improvement of pathological therapeu-

ic responses after preoperative chemotherapy in patients with breast

ancer. 

Tumor heterogeneity can lead to different pathological and thera-

eutic responses, defined by local and systemic immune responses, af-

er NAC. In this study, we found an increase in NK cells, associated with

rimary tumor shrinkage and G2 and better pathological and therapeu-

ic responses, in patients with HER-2-positive breast cancer who were

reated with Tz, due in part to the activation of NK cells by antibody-

ependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) via Fc 𝛾RIII upon Tz treat-

ent [18] . In contrast, G2 and better pathological and therapeutic re-

ponses were not associated with the activation of pNK cells (systemic

mmune response), although the disappearance of Ax + was associated

ith increased pNK cell activity after chemotherapy. These findings sug-

est that NK cells and pNK cell activity have different functional roles

n primary tumor shrinkage and eradication of metastatic breast cancer

ells in the axillary lymph nodes after preoperative chemotherapy. 
As a limitation of interpretation of the immune factors responsible

or achieving a therapeutic effect in this study, HER2-positive patients

reated with Tz represent the major subgroup of patients, comprising

1 out of 19 patients (57.8%) who achieved G2 and better therapeutic

ffects. Because of the limited number of patients in the other groups,

ith only six out of 19 patients (31.5%) having luminal type and two

ut of 19 patients (10.5%) having TN type, there is a possibility that

atients in the Tz-treated group could have a predominant effect on

he overall study and may have caused bias in the interpretation of the

esults. Nevertheless, given that G2 and better pathological and thera-

eutic responses were observed in some patients with luminal HER-2-

egative breast cancer after chemotherapy, the activation of local and

ystemic immune responses appears to be necessary for the achieve-

ent of pathological and therapeutic effects, regardless of Tz-induced

DCC. 

Systemic immune parameters, including the NLR, LMR, and PLR,

ave been shown to be prognostic factors for patients with breast can-

er [ 19–21 ]. Some recent studies have shown that a low pre-NAC NLR

s a predictive factor for the pathological and therapeutic effects of NAC

n patients with breast cancer [ 22 , 23 ], whereas other studies have not

hown this effect [ 24 , 25 ]. Furthermore, low pre-NAC NLRs and PLRs

ave been shown to be predictive of pCR and better therapeutic and

athological responses after NAC in such patients [ 26 , 27 ]. Similarly,

ow pre-NAC PLRs have been associated with strong pathological and

herapeutic responses after NAC in patients with breast cancer [28] .

ow pre-NAC LMRs were also found to be predictive of pathological

nd therapeutic effects in patients with breast cancer after NAC [29] .

hus, the results are suggestive of roles of pre-NAC NLR, LMR, and PLR

n prediction of the pathological and therapeutic effects of NAC; how-

ver, high pre-NAC levels of peripheral lymphocytes are not predictive

f pathological and therapeutic responses after NAC. This lack of pre-
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Table 3 

Univariate associations of the PLR with clinicopathological Factors, TILs, and TMEFs in 43 patients with breast cancer who received preoperative 

chemotherapy. 

Variable PLR P 

Increased ( n = 30) Decreased ( n = 13) 

Median age, years (range) 49 (27–69) 52 (35–67) NS a 

Stage, n II 15 6 NS a 

III 10 7 

IV 5 0 

Subtype, n Luminal 20 7 NS b 

HER-2-positive 6 6 

TN 4 0 

Treatment regimen, n Taxanes/FEC 10 (Tz: 1) 4 (Tz: 4) NS b 

FEC/taxanes 12 (Tz: 4) 8 (Tz: 5) 

EC/taxanes 7 (Tz: 1) 1 

ddEC 1 0 

Tz, n Tz– 24 7 NS c 

Tz + 6 6 

Nuclear grade, n 1 2 0 NS a 

2 6 1 

3 22 12 

Ki-67 positivity, n < 15% 6 2 NS a 

15–35% 9 1 

> 35% 15 10 

TILs, n (Pre-chemo) < 5% 19 6 NS b 

≥ 5% 11 7 

TILs, n (Post-chemo) < 5% 21 10 NS b 

≥ 5% 9 3 

Pathological response, n G1 19 5 NS a 

≥ G2 11 8 

Ax + , n disappeared 9 8 NS b 

Not disappeared 15 4 

Median levels (range) 

Pre-chemo pNK cells 29.5 (8–62) 24.0 (6–40) NS a 

Post-chemo pNK cells 35.0 (3–61) 30.0 (11–51) NS a 

P NS d NS d 

Pre-chemo PLR 153.46 (75.00–310.00) 229.69 (125.45–548.23) 0.01 a 

Post-chemo PLR 274.18 (149.79–541.25) 166.84 (100.52–286.66) < 0.01 a 

Median TMEF level (range) 

Pre-chemo CD8 44.19 (0.16–2123.70) 124.97 (0–423.76) NS a 

Post-chemo CD8 7.60 (0–1372.71) 200.12 (0–937.65) NS a 

P NS d 0.04 d 

PLR platelet-lymphocyte ratio, TIL tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte, TMEF tumor microenvironmental factor, NS not significant, HER-2 human epidermal 

growth factor receptor 2, TN triple negative, FEC 5-fluorouracil/epirubicin/cyclophosphamide, Tz trastuzumab, EC epirubicin/cyclophosphamide, ddEC 

dose-dense epirubicin/cyclophosphamide, G1 grade 1, G2 grade 2, Ax + axillary lymph node metastasis, pNK peripheral natural killer. 
a Mann–Whitney test,. 
b chi-squared test. 
c Fisher’s exact test,. 
d Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test. 

Table 4 

Multivariate associations of G2 and better therapeutic effects and Ax + disappearance with clinicopathological factors, TILs, and TMEFs in 43 patients with breast 

cancer who received preoperative chemotherapy. 

Dependent Variable Independent Variable OR (95% CI) P 

G2 and better therapeutic effects Post-chemo NK cell level 1.02 (0.99–1.05) 0.07 

Post-chemo PLR 0.99 (0.98–1.00) 0.22 

Disappearance of Ax + Pre-chemo TILs 1.02 (0.92–1.13) 0.61 

Post-chemo PLR 0.99 (0.98–1.00) 0.10 

Pre-chemo CTLA-4 level 1.02 (0.98–1.05) 0.21 

G2 grade 2, Ax + axillary lymph node metastasis, TIL tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte, TMEF tumor microenvironmental factor, OR odds ratio, CI confidence interval, 

NK natural killer, PLR platelet-lymphocyte ratio, CTLA-4 cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4. 
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ictive power could be due to the inflammatory conditions that occur

uring tumor progression, based on the tumor stage and subtype, rather

han to changes in lymphocyte levels between the periods before and

fter NAC. 

In this study, differences in parameters before and after chemother-

py were assessed regardless of whether the systemic immune response

as elicited by anticancer agents. We showed that lower PLRs associated

ith increases in CD8 levels, relative to platelets, were involved in G2,

etter therapeutic effects, and the disappearance of Ax + , in association
ith increased NK cell levels and decreased VEGF and CTLA-4 levels in

regs (local immune responses), as well as increased pNK cell activity

systemic immune response) after chemotherapy. However, we do not

now why relative increases in CD8 + peripheral lymphocytes relative

o platelets, but not in neutrophils or monocytes, are good indicators of

ystemic immune response to therapy. Thus, increases in immune cells

s local and systemic responses along with decreases in immunosuppres-

ive factors play important roles in tumor shrinkage and the disappear-

nce of Ax + following tumor cell death induced by anticancer agents. 
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Fig. 4. A proposed model of local and systemic activation of the immune response after preoperative chemotherapy in patients with breast cancer. In patients who 

responded to chemotherapy, NK cell and IL-6 levels increased, while the VEGF level and CTLA-4 level in Tregs decreased in the presence of TILs (local immune 

response). In addition, pNK cell activity increased, and PLRs decreased (systemic immune response) in these patients. These immune responses contributed to the 

eradication of breast cancer cells in primary tumors and metastatic axillary lymph nodes. Immunosuppressive states mediated by VEGF, a tumor-derived soluble factor, 

and CTLA-4 in Tregs in the tumor microenvironment were overcome after preoperative chemotherapy. NK natural killer, IL-6 interleukin 6, VEGF vascular endothelial 

growth factor CTLA-4 cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4, Tregs regulatory T cells, TILs tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, pNK peripheral NK, PLRs platelet-lymphocyte 

ratios. 
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Although the results of this study are limited due to the small number

f patients involved, the associations of immune responses with patho-

ogical and therapeutic outcomes were evaluated statistically, and the

bserved changes in parameters related to immunity demonstrate the

mportant roles of local and systemic immune responses in patients with

reast cancer who receive preoperative chemotherapy. In addition, pa-

ients with stage IV disease were included in this study to explore ther-

peutic immune factors inducing local and systemic immune responses

fter chemotherapy for a broad range of disease stages. A prospective

andomized trial examining the effects of breast surgery in patients with

tage IV disease showed that the survival rate following locoregional

herapy was better than that following systemic therapy, overall and in

atients with solitary bone metastases, but not in those with multiple

ung and/or liver metastases [30] . 

onclusions 

Activation of the local and systemic immune responses by downreg-

lation of immunosuppressive factors after chemotherapy in the pres-

nce of TILs in the primary tumor prior to chemotherapy is required to
chieve G2, better pathological and therapeutic effects, and disappear-

nce of Ax + in patients with breast cancer. Therapy targeting VEGF

nd CTLA-4 in Tregs to overcome tumor-derived immunosuppression

ay enhance the pathological and therapeutic responses to preopera-

ive chemotherapy in these patients. 
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